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 Despite failing out of engineering school, Powel Crosley, Jr. went on to become 

one of the most successful “engineers” in the broadcasting business.1  Undeterred by his 

educational failure, Crosley blindly followed his ambition wherever it drew him.  He 

spent his college summers selling securities to businessmen and developed marketing 

skills.2  Confident in his salesmanship, Crosley charmed investors into backing several 

failed automobile sales ventures.3  Lucky for Crosley, the wireless industry surfaced and 

radio began to blossom presenting endless opportunities for a driven young entrepreneur 

like Crosley.4     

 In 1921, Crosley’s son, Powel Crosley III, told him about this great wireless set 

that he had seen at a friend’s house, and Crosley took his son to purchase a similar model 

at a department store.5  The store clerk informed him that the least expensive model was 

$130, 1/3 the price of a Model T at the time!6  Crosley was puzzled by the staggering 

price and refused to believe that radio production could possibly be so expensive.7  

Instead of a radio, Crosley purchased a pamphlet entitled “The A.B.C. of Radio.”8  He 
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successfully built a functioning radio with materials costing less than $35.9  Crosley saw 

a business opportunity and quickly sought willing investors.10  Thereafter, Crosley made 

some modifications to suggested radio parts, lowering the manufacturing cost.11  Before 

attempting to manufacture his own radios for distribution, Crosley gauged interest in his 

products by selling the less expensive, more promising parts to existing manufacturers 

such as Grebe.12  Of particular interest were his porcelain socket set, cheaper than the 

alternative molded composite and yet more durable, and his improved dialing knob.13 

 It is unclear whether Crosley ignored the potential legal consequences of his 

decision or whether he was ignorant of them.  However, the high price of radios at the 

time was a reflection of RCA’s monopoly of the industry arising out of its exclusive 

patent rights on necessary parts.14  In 1919, the U.S. government strongly feared a British 

monopoly of the airwaves.15  To secure American participation in, and eventual 

domination of, the radio industry, the government accepted General Electric’s proposal to 

allow the three controlling companies to consolidate and purchase the foreign threat.16 As 

such, the companies were consolidated to form RCA.17  The behemoth held all valid 

radio patents in the U.S., including the exclusive rights to manufacture vacuum tubes and 

filaments.18 
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 Whether he was unaware or turned a blind eye, the possibility of a patent 

infringement suit did not deter Crosley.  After accumulating enough capital to set his 

vision in motion, Crosley recruited two young engineers from the nearby Cincinnati 

University to bring his ideas to life.19  The result was the historic “Harko” crystal radio 

set which went on the market in 1921 for seven dollars per set (minus accessory 

equipment).20  

 Crosley’s decision was not unwise.  He became known as the “Henry Ford” of 

radio because he delivered radios to the masses at an affordable price.21  Crosley’s secret 

was his swiftness.  RCA was a corporate giant, three distinct companies attempting to 

mesh talent, ideas, material and personnel.22  Essentially, RCA was an umbrella 

organization formed as an outlet for the individual companies’ sales.23 The companies 

agreed to a common licensing pact, each allowing the others rights to any individual 

radio patents.24 However, each separate company was responsible for its own 

production.25  The separation of sales and production was disastrous creating substantial 

lag time between each step of the manufacturing process from design to final sale.26  The 

corporate giant reacted far too slowly to the market and to patent infringement.27  By the 

time RCA was prepared to tackle a patent infringement suit, Crosley was still a new 

competitor and not the only manufacturer infringing on RCA’s patents.28  Therefore, 
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Crosley escaped RCA’s ire in its 1923 suit, and RCA targeted the more established Grebe 

Radio Corporation.29    

 However, by that time, Crosley had sold thousands of radios and had finally 

achieved the success he had been searching for.  By 1922, he had become the world’s 

largest radio seller.30  He also made an imprint in history that survived even his 

grandchildren’s time. 
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